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Lozano–Pérez [LP82] divided robot programming into methods for guiding,
robot–level programming, and task–level programming. A more useful distinction for modern methods is between manual programming and automatic
programming, based on the actual method used for programming as this is
the crucial distinction for users and programmers.
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Fig. 1. Categories of manual programming systems. A manual system may use a
text-based or graphical interface for entering the program.
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Fig. 2. Categories of automatic programming systems. Learning systems, programming by demonstration (PbD) and instructive systems are all methods of teaching
robots to perform tasks.

Manual systems require the user/programmer to directly enter the desired
behaviour of the robot, usually using a graphical or text-based programming
language, as shown in Fig. 1. Text-based systems are either controller-specific
languages, generic procedural languages, or behavioural languages, which typically differ by the flexibility and method of expression of the system. Graphical
languages [BKS02, BI01] use a graph, flow-chart or diagram based graphical
interface to programming, sacrificing some flexibility and expressiveness for
ease of use.
The user/programmer has little or no direct control over the robot code in
an automatic programming system, which may acquire the program by learning, programming by demonstration (PbD), or by instruction, as indicated
in Fig. 2. Often automatic systems are used “online,” with a running robot,
although a simulation can also be used.
In this sidebar we will focus on the characteristics of commercial programming environments. Simple robots can be programmed directly using their
own operating systems. More sophisticated robots include SDKs to simplify
the programming of their robots. Mobile robots programming environments
vs. industrial manipulators are also presented.

1 Industrial Manipulators
Programming systems for industrial manipulators include both manual and
automatic methods of programming. Initially manual programming tools were
common, in the form of text-based controller-specific languages. Controller–
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Fig. 3. The KUKA programming environment. [From [KUK05]]

specific languages are designed for a single robot system, for example the
system provided by KUKA, shown in Fig. 3.
Coupled with touch screens, graphical languages can enable rapid configuration of industrial robots.
PbD was developed for industrial robot manipulators, using a teach pendant or similar method to move the manipulator to each position in a task,
where the robot’s joint positions are recorded for later playback. Recent work
in PbD has focussed on creating more flexible robot programs by segmenting demonstrations to identify key actions [EZRD02, CM98, CM00, CZ01,
OTKI02], and on using more natural interaction methods such as voice and
touch to perform the demonstrations [GSASH01, YKY02, TOKI02]. Other
work includes virtual environments for PbD [OSK02], finger sensors to detect fine manipulations [ZRDZ02], and graphical display of demonstration
results [FHD98].

2 Mobile robots
Mobile robot programming has evolved significantly in recent years, and two
approaches are currently found, both manual programming methods. On one
hand, application programs for simple robots obtain readings from sensors
and send commands to actuators by directly calling functions from the drivers
provided by the seller. On the other hand, we have identified many common
features across commercial SDKs.
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First, they offer a simple and more abstract access to sensors and actuators than the operating systems of simple robots. For example, in a Pioneer
with a laser rangefinder, the applications can obtain readings using ARIA or
directly through a serial port. Using ARIA, one need only invoke a method
and ARIA will take charge of refreshing the variables. Using the operating
system directly, the application must request and periodically read the data
from the laser through the serial port, and must identify the protocol of the
device to compose and analyze the low level messages correctly. The abstract
access is also offered for actuators.
Second, the software architecture of the SDK sets the way the application code obtains sensor data, commands the motors, or uses a developed
functionality. There are many software options: calling to library functions,
reading variables, invoking object methods, sending messages via the network
to servers, etc.. Depending on the programming model the robot application
can be considered an object collection, a set of modules talking through the
network, an iterative process calling to functions, etc.
Third, usually the SDK includes simple libraries and common use functionality, such as robust techniques for perception or control, localization, safe
local navigation, global navigation, social abilities, map construction, etc. The
robot manufacturers sell them separately or include them as additional value
with their own SDK. For example, ERSP includes three packages in the basic
architecture: one for interaction, one for navigation and another for vision.
There are several advantages of using the SDKs. First, they favor the
portability of applications between different robots. Second, they promote
code reuse, shortening the development time and reducing the programming
effort needed to code the application as long as the programmer can build the
program by reusing the common functionality, keeping herself focused in the
specific aspects of her application. And third, the software architecture offers
a way to organize code, allowing the handling of code complexity when the
robot functionality increases.
The next sections present some case studies for different mobile robot
environments. Most of them are based on libre5 software because it lets us
freely explore the underlying technologies.
2.1 LEGO RCX and BrickOS
The RCX6 in Fig. 5 is sold as a creative and educational toy. It has a central
processor, the RCX brick, and a set of LEGO pieces that are assembled to
build the body. There are many ways to program it. LEGO offers a graphical
programming environment oriented to children, named RCX-code (Fig. 4).
Another possibility is NQC [Bau00], a variation of C which includes instructions to access to the sensors and actuators.
5
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We use the Spanish term “libre” to avoid the common misunderstanding between
free as in “free beer” and free as in “free speech.”
http://www.legomindstorms.com
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Fig. 4. The Lego Mindstorms graphical programming environment, used to create
simple programs for Lego robots.

The open-source operating system BrickOS7, developed by Markus L.
Noga [Nie00], allows programming the brick in C. And the LeJOS operating system allows the creation of Java applications. These operating systems,
including the original LEGO, offer multitasking. Since its sensors and actuators are simple, an SDK is not necessary and applications can be developed
without difficulty, programming directly over the API of the operating system.
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Fig. 5. LEGO (center) and EyeBot (right) are programmed over their Op. Systems
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http://brickos.sourceforge.net/
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2.2 EyeBot and ROBIOS
The EyeBot 8 [Bra03] is a small robot. Its operating system, ROBIOS, is a
meaningful example of an ad-hoc operating system. It allows programs to be
loaded through a serial port and executed by pushing buttons. The ROBIOS
API includes functions to read the infrared sensors, capture images from the
camera and move the motors at a certain speed. It also includes two functions
to send and receive bytes through the radio link to other EyeBots or a PC.
ROBIOS includes primitives to monitor whether a button is being pushed, and
to display images and text on the screen. Concerning multitasking, ROBIOS
has primitives to create, pause or kill threads. It offers two ways to share the
processor time between threads: with and without preemption. If also offers
locks for the coordination of concurrent execution of these threads, and access
to shared variables.
2.3 Aibo and OPEN-R
The Aibo robot9 in Fig. 6) is sold as a pet, with a program that governs its
movements to exhibit dog behaviors (follow a ball, look for a bone, dance,
etc.) and learn. Since the summer of 2002 it has been possible to program it,
and so the AIBO is useful for research. The operating system in charge of controlling the hardware devices is Aperios, a real-time operating system based
on objects. On top of this, Sony provides the OPEN-R SDK [Cor03], which
includes many specific C++ objects to access the Aibo hardware. There are
objects for basic access to camera images, joint positions, management of the
TCP/IP stack and management of the microphone and speaker. Additionally,
OPEN-R allows multitasking and event oriented programming.
2.4 Pioneer and ARIA
The Pioneer10 is a medium size robot, shown in Fig. 6. Its onboard PC is
connected to the base microcontroller via a serial port. ARIA (ActivMedia
Robotics Interface for Applications) [Rob02] is the manufacturer SDK for
the Pioneer robot. ARIA is supported by ActivMedia Robotics, but it is distributed with a GPL license. It offers an object-oriented programming environment, which includes support for multitasking programming and network
communication. Applications must be written in C++, and since ARIA runs
both on Linux and MS-Windows, the same ARIA application can control
robots from either operating system.
For hardware access, ARIA offers a collection of classes, which setup an
object based API. The main class ArRobot has many relevant methods. There
8
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http://robotics.ee.uwa.edu.au/eyebot/
http://www.aibo.com/
http://www.activrobots.com/
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Fig. 6. Two robots programmed using an SDK: Aibo (center) and Pioneer (right)

are classes for range sensors and their objects have methods which allow the
application to access the data from the proximity sensors. The objects of ARIA
are not distributed, ARIA allows the programming of distributed applications
using ArNetworking to manage remote communications.
Concerning multitasking, the application on ARIA can be programmed as
mono-threaded or multi-threaded. In the latter, ARIA offers infrastructure for
both user threads and kernel threads, which are a wrapper of the native Linuxpthreads or Win32-threads. For concurrency and synchronization ARIA offers
resources such as ArMutex and ArCondition. It also has basic behaviors such
as safe navigation and obstacle avoidance, but it does not include map construction or localization functionalities, which are sold separately. Recently, it
has included the open-source simulator Stage (renamed as MobileSim), which
has been adapted to work with ARIA. It is a clear example of code reuse in
robot applications, involving a private company.
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